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BlackBook 1 is logbook with weekly dated entries, BlackBook 2 is a 

research portfolio with modules, BlackBook 3 is staged by the 

QUADs w/scenographic, performative and lined-up elements (LT).

BlackBook 1, 2, 3

Groups of 4 w/assigned roles: rotating in Theory 1, alternating in Theory 

2, fixed in Theory 3. Model: morning-meeting in design studio/set.

QUADs

Theory 1—Book presentation and Design Comment: 1/student. 

Theory 2—Media presentation, QUAD discussions in class, 1000 

word essay and Black Book presentation. 

Theory 3—Synthesis of BlackBooks, synopsis and structure of 

essay, 5000 word essay, oral exam presentation of outlook on field 

(learning-outcomes). QUAD-management. 

1-time assignments w/deadlines

Class discussions, planned absences (agreement 

ahead of time with proposal), course-evaluation.

Active participation in class

LEARNING THEATRE (LT)

Fridays 
09:00-12:00

INDEPENDENT WORK
(according to ECTS in each course)

classes



Snowman, Daniel. (2010). The gilded stage—
A social history of the opera. Atlantic books. 

Filliou, Robert.  Teaching and learning as performing arts. Kasper & König.
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a)

b)

a) tasks/work in Theory 1, 2 and 3 

b) the performative push in class and QUADs

SWIRL—a compound of 2 waves

c)—impact [3rd wave, sum of a and b]

reception

production



QUAD—Samuel Beckett

EXTRAterrestrials—Bruno Latour tasking Twitter “addicts” to 

ground themselves in their terrestrial wetware: 

1) make a statement of an idea;  

2) support that idea with research;  

3) critique this research;  

4) propose a hands-on approach.  

These are the roles of our QUAD

1)
2) 3)

4)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPJBIvv13Bc
https://www.e-flux.com/journal/23/67790/some-experiments-in-art-and-politics/


record/replay…

push



Krapp’s Last Tape 
by Samuel Beckett 
with Harold Pinter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1IUDUMkTva8
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BlackBook2— 

Araitz Mesanza (MAGI)



1st wave 2nd wave



                                      studio-courses (specialised) 

                                      theory-courses (betwixt) 

                                       MA-commons (design dpt.)

1—2—3

1—2—3

1—2—3

The diagram (left) does aim at showing the import-
ance—neither in hierarchy nor study-points—of the 
elements, but the logic of the relations between the 
components, explained in the legend above, and 
how they hold each other (from out and inwards).  

The diagram does express a hierarchy, but its is 
one between the first and second year of the MA. 
The final project being at the core. In sum, it is 
similar to the “iris-diagram” of the Bauhaus 
curriculum, that reads outside-in. 
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a)

b)

a) inhale/exhale (main pull) 

b) top-/bottom-breath (that extra push)

SWIRL—a compound of 2 waves

c)—record/replay (—> performance) 

1st WAVE

2nd WAVE

3rd WAVE

QUADs…

BlackBooks…

essay

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1IUDUMkTva8&t=175s


BlackBook—



The method of the ticking stick uses pattern instead of meter to reach a desired/needed precision

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5O_Z2Yj7LVU
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